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K-3 north of U.S. 54 to be closed next week

The week of October 17-21, weather permitting, the Kansas Department of Transportation (KDOT) will close a section of K-3 north of U.S. 54 during daylight hours. K-3 will be closed to through traffic from 8:00 a.m. until 4:30 p.m. weekdays between the west junction of K-3/U.S. 54 and the K-3/K-65 junction.

KDOT maintenance forces will work to remove trees on the right-of-way of the closed section at reference point 31.3 (Quail Road) continuing north to reference point 32.3 (Range Road). The highway will reopen after 4:30 p.m. each day.

Persons with questions may contact KDOT Superintendent Derrick Shannon at the Iola office, (620) 365-2161, or Priscilla Petersen, 1-877-550-5368.
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